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The personal exhibition “Moments” stems from
the collaboration between Arte Laguna Prize and
ART re.FLEX Gallery, which has selected Susanna
Storch as the winner of the Special Prize “Artist in
Gallery” for the 10th edition.
The Arte Laguna Prize, an international
competition open to multiple disciplines – the
visual and performing arts, land art, multimedia
and digital arts – is aimed at promoting
contemporary art and at mapping its current
status. It has been designed to provide talents of
all ages with an opportunity to emerge and get
noticed by the general public and the jury, which
includes eminent names of the contemporary
art scene, as well as to start a democratic
conversation between international artists.
The Prize’s ambition is to create an increasingly
trustworthy and influential system in the world
of contemporary art, by implementing what
has been developed so far. A virtuous circle
came to life, whose players are diverse realities:
Foundations, Museums, Galleries, Residencies
and art spaces, Made in Italy companies and
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international brands. The outcome of these
collaborations is a range of special projects that
turned into concrete opportunities for growth
and catalysts for the artists’ professional career.
This Network, which flourished and was nurtured
by the passion, creativity, skill and forwardlooking approach of all the people have been
part of the Arte Laguna Prize, aims to open up
new doors and make new endeavours, facing
challenges with curiosity and determination.
With the special prizes “Artist in Gallery” Arte
Laguna Prize created a format of collaboration
with international galleries that gives them
the opportunity to view a large array of artistic
proposals selected by an international jury,
composed of ten experts in contemporary
art, directors of Museums and Foundations,
independent curators and art critics, and then to
choose the artist with whom to organize a new
exhibition.
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ART re.FLEX Gallery
Галерея/Gallery
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ART re.FLEX Gallery was founded in 2006 in
St. Petersburg by collector Fedor Serdyuk and
art historian Ksenia Serdyuk. In December
2016 gallery celebrates its 10th anniversary.
Throughout the past decade ART re.FLEX has
announced itself at the art market.
At the beginning gallery was focused on
collaboration with established local artists
(Vyacheslav Mikhailov, Konstantin Chmutin,
Vadim Grigoryev-Bashun, Latif Kazbekov, Vladimir
Dukhovlinov, etc.) and then started to work with
recognized mid-career representatives of Russian
and International contemporary art (Dmitry
Zhukov, Sasha Frolova, Alexander Morozov, Maria
Arendt, Daria Surovtseva, Nadja Kuznetsova, Lars
Kraemmer, Anders Schonborg, etc.), and with
emerging artists involved in worldwide context
(Veronika Rudyeva-Ryazantseva, SASHAPASHA
duet, Mina Milk, Anna Bittersohl, etc.).
ART re.FLEX Gallery collaborates with wellknown Russian and European curators, critics
– specialists in visual arts. Works of the gallery
artists have been included in Russian and
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International Contemporary Art Awards lists
and presented in exhibitions of leading Russian
museums (The State Russian Museum, Moscow
Museum of Modern Art). The gallery participates
in major cultural events in St. Petersburg (Night
of Galleries, “Cyberfest” Media Art Festival,
“Boomfest” International Graphic Festival).
ART re.FLEX Gallery pays special attention to
work with Art Institutions and Contemporary Art
Fairs all over the world (ArtHelsinki in Finland,
Contemporary Istanbul in Turkey, MIA&D in
Singapore, Nord Art in Germany, Pro Arte
Foundation of Culture and Arts). Since 2014 ART
re.FLEX has been a partner of Italian art award
Arte Laguna Prize as a member of the special
prize jury and hosts winners in “Artist in Gallery”
nomination.
ART re.FLEX Gallery continues to extend the
network of its partnerships in Russia and all over
the world.
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Susanna Storch
Художник/Artist
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The artist Susanna Storch was born in Mainz,
Germany. From 1980 – 81, she studied Graphic
Design in Munich, and then changed to Art
studies at the Johannes-Gutenberg-University
in her hometown, Mainz. Since she began her
studies, her main focus has been on figurative
realism, in painting as well as, at that times, in
sculpture. Between 1986 and 1994, she and
some partners ran a studio of architectural
ceramics, since 1995 another workshop of
custom-built furniture. In those years, she also
had her three children, who are now grown. At
the end of the 90’s, she resumed painting again
and started her career as a freelance artist with a
studio in Mainz. Since 2001, she has participated
in a large number of solo and group exhibitions
in Germany and other european countries. Her
work has been presented in various artfairs,
such as ART FRANKFURT, ARTFAIR Cologne, ART
KARLSRUHE and BERLINER LISTE. Some of the
political works are in property of the ‚Museum
am Dom’, Würzburg, Germany.
In her figurative work, the human being is
always the main subject, presented in different
thematical series: Portrait/Menschenbilder, Nude,
Ballet, Landscape and works with a political
backround, (‚Against War’). The current series
‚Fassaden/Facades’ focuses on randomly found
commonplace situations and private scenes in an
urban context.
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Maria Postnova
Искусствовед/Fine Art Expert
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The main subject of Susanna Storch’s Art is
Man. She has been studying the human being
through art for nearly 20 years at her studio in
Mainz, Germany. This theme of humanity has
been consistently developing in a number of
her painting series throughout the years. Man
as he is, in the series of portraits, human body
and its movements in the “Akt” (Act) and
“Menschenbilder” (Anthropogenetic) series,
and man and war in the striking “Gegen Krieg”
(Against War) series. While the artist depicts a
posed model, a portrait of a friend, a
relaxed nude, a ballerina, or Iraqis and Afghanis
captured by horror of war, Man remains a core
theme in all of her paintings. Monumentality,
close ups, lack of details and hollow backgrounds
all help sharpen the viewer’s attention. Such
precise exploration of the uniqueness of features,
body parts, and the mechanics of poses are
similar to an anthropologists interests (see works
“Kongolesin”, 2012, “Benghazi”, 2011, and
several works of “Cubana”).
The exhibition “Moments” combines canvases
from the “Fassaden” (Facades) and the
“Landschaft” (Landscapes) series where Storch
expands her study further and explores man in
certain environments.
In her “Fassaden” series that she started in
Paris in 2013, Storch explores the contradiction
between man and the world, an idea dating
back to the Romantic era of the 18th century,
however her work brings a fresh and up-to-date
perspective to this theme.
In contrast to the “Portrait” series where the
artist captures models, friends, and relatives, the
“Fassaden” series observes nameless individuals
through the windows of buildings from the
outside. Real people with real lives maintain
their absolute anonymity. A viewer can imagine
themself or another person in such a trivial scene
in any impersonal apartment building on the
planet.
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No detail in the paintings disclose any
information about the location or origin of
the subject and their abode, making it more
intriguing to discover their true background:
Fassaden IV, IX and X are from Mainz, where
Susanna lives and works, V and VIII are from
London, VI – Lisbon, VII – Frankfurt; one can (or
rather can’t) recognize Fassaden III as the real
building at the center of Santiago, Chile.
Like many contemporary artists, Susanna Storch
uses photography as part of her creative method.
She took photos of her models for the “Portrait”
series and a number of paintings from the
“Gegen Krieg” series are based on the works
by Ursula Meissner, war photojournalist from
Mainz. The first shots for the “Fassaden” series
were taken from a hotel near the Eiffel Tower
in Paris. As Susanna states, her artistic interest
has nothing to do with voyeurism; she observes,
rather, as an anthropologist, not in a scientific
sense, but with affection. The protagonist is
caught off guard on the edge of two worlds,
external and internal, on the border between
private and public space. Skillfully depicted
surfaces play role of visual metaphors. On one
side are rough and solid walls of an apartment
house, on the other side – half open transparent
windows to the private world of a person.
Transparent glass surfaces naturally and
metaphorically appear to provide privacy,
however the viewer can catch a glimpse of faint
outlines behind it. Curtains also mark a boundary
between external and internal. Only the
inhabitant can operate as a mediator between
these worlds. Reflections and flecks of sunlight
on windows are like behavioral patterns and
typical reactions driven by outer reasons that hide
inner intentions.
The four angles of the window is repeated in the
four angles of the canvas and creates another
barrier in the way of a observers intended view.
Layer by layer hidden senses of art may be
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decoded as if someone is gradually opening a
nesting doll.
Works from the “Landschaft” series offer
alternative ways of world perception that lack the
dualistic opposition of the “Fassaden” series.
In staying with her aforementioned methods,
Susanna spent time on various occasions taking
photos on the west coast of Portugal for the
“Landschaft” paintings.
Instead of walls of buildings, the sea and sky
appear as thoroughly depicted background for a
human.
Figures are tiny, their features nearly vanish.
However they are not dominated by their
surroundings, there is no need of borders or
oppositions because these settings appear to
be friendly and peaceful. The rhythm of the
waves, the noise of the water – these everlasting
sounds of nature (unlike industrial noise of
cities) harmonize man and surrounding world.
The characters of this series, drawn from urban
context, exist in the natural environment. They
do not have to hide in their shelters in concrete
“ant hills”. Man and the outer world are joined in
neither the idyllic nor the absolute, but existential
unity.
Maria Postnova, ART re.FLEX Gallery
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Facade IV – 2014
100x70 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade I – 2013
200x100 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade II – 2014
200x100 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade III – 2014
110x100 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade V – 2015
80x80 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade VI – 2015
100x100 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade VII – 2015
110x150 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade VIII – 2015
90x125cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade IX – 2016
120x90 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Facade X – 2016
120x160 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Beach VII – 2011
120x40 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Beach VIII – 2012
100x62 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Beach XIV – 2012
30x30 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Beach XV – 2012
120x60 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Beach I – 2010
140x140 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Beach II – 2010
140x70 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Beach III – 2010
140x70 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Callum – 2009
200x140 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Kalifa’s Cousin – 2012
120x120 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Lea and Cem – 2012
150x100 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Marlucia VI – 2010
50x50 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Pia I – 2005
70x70 cm

Pia II – 2005
50x50 cm

acrylic on canvas

acrylic on canvas
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Redwana III – 2008
150x100 cm
acrylic on canvas
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Vanessa – 2011
120x120 cm
acrylic on canvas
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